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**Title word cross-reference**

*K* [30]. *μ* [172]. *N* [24, 26]. *S*³ [195].


15919 [188].


Facebook [132]. Families [86]. Farsi [52]. Fast [46]. Feasible [129].
Feature [123, 151, 15]. Features [48, 148, 44, 190, 22, 97, 47]. Feedback
[194]. Fields [22, 10]. Fields-Based [22]. Filtered [184]. Filtering [163].
Filtering-based [163]. fine [158]. Fingerspelled [72]. Flexible [129].
Fluent [215]. Focus [5]. Forcing [172]. Form [209, 85]. Four [45].

Generalities [90]. Generalized [86, 47]. Generating [53]. Generation
[168, 172, 6, 201, 214, 134, 179, 178]. Genesis [161]. Genitive [217]. Gnani
[54, 18]. Graph [171, 21, 108]. Graph-Based [108]. Graphs [18]. guided
Handling [124]. Handwriting [123, 16]. Handwritten
[85, 48, 45, 147, 97, 16, 49, 133, 8]. Heritage [99]. Hidden [22].
Hierarchical [98]. High [150]. High-Resource [150]. Hindi
[65, 212, 185, 21, 120, 55, 2, 141, 142]. HindiWordNet [131]. Hinge [218].
HTK [84]. Human [14, 116, 16]. Hybrid [14, 15, 36, 126, 69].

Identification [202, 107, 215, 196, 18]. Identifying [141]. Igbo [87, 154].
Image [45, 40, 42]. Imperceptibly [16]. Implementation [46, 87].
Implicit [67, 98]. Importance [174]. Important [103]. Improved
[88, 8, 143]. Improves [184]. Improving
[127, 106, 190, 65, 210, 3, 54, 203, 121, 51, 16, 82, 144]. Inclusive [133].
Incorporating [100, 119, 149]. Index [37]. Indian
[113, 190, 174, 78, 214, 68]. Indic [123, 176, 193]. Inducing [63, 1].
Induction [93, 86, 68, 17]. Inference [206, 28]. Information
[146, 171, 113, 31, 131, 205, 193, 52, 149, 159, 32]. Injection [78].
Integrating [94, 1]. Intelligent [157]. Inter [33]. Inter- [33]. Interpolated
[197]. Interpolation [203]. Intra [33]. Intra- [33]. Introduction [34].

Journal [39, 5].

Keyword-based [190]. Keywords [178]. Kit [87]. Knowledge
[100, 92, 131, 204, 51]. Knowledge-base [131]. Korean
[96, 136, 191, 197, 10, 126, 107, 201]. Kurdish [130].

Labeling [199, 28, 47]. Labels [94]. Language
[73, 103, 113, 135, 66, 206, 31, 13, 105, 120, 191, 220, 75, 205, 170, 199, 86, 46,
Languages [176]. Large [204]. Large-Scale [204]. Lattice [38].
LSTMs [126].

Machine [146, 14, 155, 33, 148, 13, 175, 116, 184, 177, 80, 125, 54, 114, 203, 93, 124, 195, 173, 60, 144, 24, 108, 158, 156, 194, 186, 209, 9].
Model [73, 189, 153, 88, 12, 219, 46, 94, 6, 115, 56, 64, 156, 69, 26]. Modeling [65, 175, 29, 67, 75, 205, 16, 198]. Models [139, 71, 11, 8, 24, 32, 179].
Modern [182, 166]. Monolingual [29, 93]. Morpheme [10, 201].
Multi-Level [119]. Multi-Linguality [127]. Multi-Round [150].
Multi-Sentence [149]. Multi-task [160]. Multidisciplinary [45].
Multilingual [62, 113, 11, 121, 128]. Multiple [83, 61, 150, 1].
Multiple-User [83]. Multitask [136]. Multiview [67]. Multiword [63].
Mutual [98]. Myanmar [41, 200, 165].

Neural [176, 155, 153, 185, 175, 184, 177, 88, 80, 160, 125, 203, 79, 147, 52, 149, 213, 218, 158, 194, 32, 198, 179]. News [75, 205]. NLP [87]. NMT [150].
Nouns [107]. NOVA [129]. Novel [116, 107]. Number [72]. Nyushu
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